LRS VPSX and HP Access Control
Integrated Office, Enterprise and Pull Printing

Your business relies on instant, secure delivery of information—often in the form of business-critical documents. Just as companies around the globe trust HP products and services, the largest of these organizations rely on Levi, Ray & Shoup, Inc. (LRS) software to manage their enterprise printing environments. Together, LRS and HP provide reliable delivery of all output to countless destinations, on platforms from mobile to mainframe and everything in-between.

**Two industry leaders, one focus: You.**
As an HP JetAdvantage Platinum Partner solution provider, LRS® products and processes are certified by HP to ensure they meet the highest standards of quality. LRS and HP work together to develop a deep understanding of your business and the role documents play in your daily operations. This knowledge helps our teams go beyond tactical “point solutions” and offer an output management roadmap tailored to your needs. One that helps you save money and leverage your document assets for maximum competitive advantage.

VPSX® software from LRS works in conjunction with HP Access Control to provide reliable, secure pull printing from any application on any platform to any device or softcopy destination. Print jobs stored on the VPSX Spool, HP Access Control spool, or user workstations can be accessed from a unified job list.

LRS and HP help you go beyond tactical “point solutions” to develop a holistic output management environment.

Built around proven LRS output management software, the joint solution offers:
- Fully documented and supported interfaces to leading business applications from SAP, Epic, Cerner, Micro Focus, and other providers
- Support for pull printing as well as direct/automatic printing to enterprise devices for document-related workflows
- Intelligent policy printing to enforce rules on who can print to which device, as well as how many pages, color or monochrome, one-sided or duplex, etc.
- Full tracking and auditing of documents throughout the enterprise
- A single point of control for managing all enterprise output

LRSoutputmanagement.com
Moving Beyond Pull Printing

Most customer environments require pull printing for more than just workstation output. Back-office and other Line of Business applications generate large volumes of data destined for printers, MFPs, and document repositories. While outside the scope of many MPS agreements, this system-generated output is critical to your business success.

Together, LRS and HP offer a complete solution to manage both user- and application-generated documents from creation to successful delivery. LRS software runs on all major enterprise computing platforms, including UNIX, Linux, Windows, and more. An efficient, single process/multi-threaded design enables one VPSX system to drive thousands of printers concurrently without experiencing CPU or memory constraints.

Beyond this core functionality are a number of advanced VPSX features, including:

**Self-Service Printer Portal:** a customizable, web-based tool that gives users a simple, intuitive way to locate nearby print devices and select the ones they want to add to their desktops to enable printing.

**Automated print driver management:** lets administrators configure and deploy any and all print drivers from a simple, central tool, automatically managing updates to user workstations, local servers, etc.

**Support for server-based and “serverless” printing:** conventional and direct IP printing capabilities let administrators optimize printing control/security and network traffic/bandwidth for remote sites.

**Mobile printing functions:** extend the reach of the LRS software to handle printing from tablet computers, smartphones, and mobile devices running iOS, Android, and other operating systems.

**Output tracking and accounting:** LRS-provided auditing functions and integration with 3rd-party tools help organizations track what is being printed, when, where, and by whom.

**Virtual Desktop (VDI) print support:** makes it easy to define printers, maintain drivers, and print from virtual and standard Windows desktops.

LRS Output Management Solutions

With more than 30 years of experience and over 5,500 installations worldwide, LRS maintains a singular focus on providing the world’s most reliable and feature-rich output solution.

For more information about LRS solutions, click here or contact your LRS account executive.

The LRS-HP relationship offers customers a one-stop shop for all of their document needs — hardware, software, supplies, services, and more.

Contact LRS to learn more about our holistic output management solutions.

www.LRSOutputManagement.com